Election Results Announced

The 2016 ASA, CSSA, and SSSA elections were completed in March, with the following individuals selected as the incoming presidents-elect, taking office in 2017.

• ASA President-Elect: Steven Evett, USDA-ARS
• CSSA President-Elect: Mark Westgate, Iowa State University
• SSSA President-Elect: Richard Dick, Ohio State University

The proposed ASA Bylaw changes were approved by the membership, which adds a Graduate Student Representative as voting member of the ASA board and the proposed CSSA Bylaw changes were approved by the membership, which adds an Industry Representative as voting member of the CSSA board.

Full election results and the updated ASA and CSSA bylaws have been posted to the Society websites:
www.agronomy.org/about-society
www.crops.org/about-society
www.soils.org/about-society

doi:10.2134/csa2016-61-5-6

NEW MEMBERS

We welcome the following new members who joined ASA, CSSA, and SSSA in March 2016.

Argentina
Capurro, Nestor, Chacabuco, ASA

Belgium
Egene, Caleb Elijah, Ghent, SSSA

China
Hu, Wei, Nanjing, Jiangsu, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
Yingxin, Zhong, Nanjing, Jiangsu, ASA, CSSA

Colombia
Almario, Alejandra, Bogotá, ASA, CSSA, SSSA

Costa Rica
Villagra-Mendoza, Karolina, Cartago, ASA
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Wireless IR Leaf Temperature System for Plant Stress Monitoring & Irrigation Scheduling

The new SapIP-IRT wireless infrared (IR) temperature sensor is the latest development in IR sensing for use in irrigation scheduling and plant stress detection.

• Excellent for Center Pivot or Drip Irrigation Systems
• Up to 24 IRT Sensors per network
• ± 0.3 °C accuracy over a wide range
• 150 to 500 ft range based on antenna
• Very narrow 10 deg (1:6) field of view
• 10 sec to 60 min output timing
• Wireless or Analog output versions available

www.dynamax.com • 1-800-896-7108